Program Review Committee (PRC) Meeting
April 26, 2010, 3:30, C334

PRC Members in Attendance: Loren Bell, Malinda Pauly, Francine Podenski, Bob McAteer, Maria Heredia, Lindy McKnight, Peter Goldstein, Jorge Bell, Attila Gabor

Resource People: Tom Boegel, Pam Mery,
Guests: Kathleen White

1. Presentation of Student Development units Subcommittee, Jorge Bell and Maria Heredia

2. Presentation of Chancellor units Subcommittee, Lindy McKnight (Alice Murillo)

3. Discussion of difficulties accurately representing restricted funding in the program review data or process, Kathleen White.
   - revenue due to grants is not entirely reporting ($5,000,000 not included in Child Development data)
   - Contribution of Child Development unit (and others possibly) not accurately represented
   - J.Bilmont should be able to do this
   - P.Mery: three complications with data: restricted funding, assessing what compensation belongs to certain departments in terms of FTES, other unique example such as Mathbridge.
   - These issue should also be discussed in an DCC subcommittee

The next meeting of the PRC is scheduled for May 10, 2010 at 3:30-5:00pm, Cloud 334.
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